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But police swiftly broke up a sanctioned march
by supporters of opposition leader Alexei Navalny

and made some 60 arrests after protesters chanted
anti-Putin slogans.

Protests also marked Labor Day rallies in Algeria,
where marchers called for top politicians to quit,
and the Phi l ippines , where a  g iant  ef f igy of
President Rodrigo Duterte was torched. And the
tense standoff between pro-and anti-regime ele-
ments continued in Venezuela after opposition
leader Juan Guaido called for a massive May Day
protest  to increase the pressure on President
Maduro. — AFP 
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They shouted “Shame on you!” towards the court.
WikiLeaks editor-in-chief Kristinn Hrafnsson called the

sentence an “outrage” at a press conference outside and
said that focus would now shift to preventing Assange’s
extradition to the US. “It will be a question of life and
death,” he warned. Assange fled to Ecuador’s embassy in
2012 after a British judge ordered his extradition to face
Swedish allegations of sexual assault and rape, which he
strongly denied. He claimed the allegations were a pretext
to transfer him to the United States, where he feared pros-
ecution over the release by WikiLeaks of millions of classi-
fied documents.

At the sentencing hearing, his lawyer Mark Summers
said Assange had been “gripped” by “reasonable fears”
that he would face rendition to the US. “As threats rained
down on him from America, they overshadowed everything
as far as he was concerned,” the lawyer said. In a letter
read out on his behalf, Assange expressed regret, saying:
“I did what I thought at the time was the best or perhaps
the only thing that I could have done.”

But judge Deborah Taylor said it was “difficult to envis-
age a more serious example” of breaching bail, accusing
Assange of exploiting “your privileged position to flout the
law”. There is no longer an active investigation in Sweden

and the extradition request has lapsed. However, Assange
is facing a US extradition request, which was only revealed
following his dramatic arrest, when he was dragged shout-
ing from the embassy by police.

Assange appeared in court within hours of his arrest,
and a judge found him guilty of breaching his bail condi-
tions. The biggest concern for his lawyers is the US extra-
dition request. An initial hearing in the case has been
scheduled for today. The US indictment charges him with
“conspiracy” for working with former US Army intelli-
gence analyst Chelsea Manning to crack a password
stored on Department of Defence computers in March
2010. Manning passed hundreds of thousands of classified
documents to WikiLeaks, exposing US military wrong-
doing in the Iraq war and diplomatic secrets about scores
of countries. Assange could face up to five years in jail if
found guilty, although his team is fighting his extradition
and the process could take years. The charge has raised
serious concerns among free speech advocates, including
politicians such as British opposition Labour leader
Jeremy Corbyn.

WikiLeaks is also back in the news in the United States,
over its alleged role in the leak of Hillary Clinton’s emails in
2016 US presidential election. The Swedish claims against
Assange date back to 2010, when he was at the centre of a
global storm over WikiLeaks’ exposures. The sexual assault
claim expired in 2015, but while the rape claim was dropped
in 2017, the alleged victim wants the case reopened. If
Stockholm makes a formal extradition request, Britain must
decide whether to consider it before or after that of the
United States. A group of British lawmakers have urged the
Swedish case to take precedence, saying the rights of the
alleged victims must not be lost in the political row. — AFP 
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He reaffirmed Kuwait’s strong condemnation of such
heinous criminal acts that go against teachings of all
faiths and humane values. HH the Amir prayed to Allah
Almighty to bestow mercy upon those who lost their
lives, and wished a speedy recovery for the wounded.
HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah and HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables to the
Indian president. 

Thousands of armed men and women - also known
as Naxals - say they are fighting for the rights of
indigenous tribal people, including for land, resources
and jobs. India’s current election began on April 11 and
is due to run until May 19. Attacks by Maoist rebels
often spike as the country goes to the polls. Last week-
end rebels opened fire on Indian police, killing two
constables and wounding a villager in the central state
of Chhattisgarh, the Press Trust of India (PTI) news
agency reported.

One constable and an assistant constable died at the
scene and the villager, shot in the chest, was taken by
local residents for treatment, PTI reported. A roadside
bomb attack on a political convoy in early April killed
five people in Chhattisgarh, two days before the world’s
biggest election began. The rebels often call for a boy-

cott of elections as part of their campaign against the
Indian state.

The Gadchiroli district, some 900 km east of state
capital Mumbai, has long been a hotbed of violence,
with at least 17 police killed there in 2009. It is a key
transit point for the guerrillas, connecting western India
with central and southern states in a restive tranche
known as the “red corridor”. On April 11, the day voting
began, a landmine planted by Maoists exploded near a
polling center there. There were no injuries.

In April 2018, raids on rebel camps in the region
killed at least 37 insurgents, police said. Many of the
slain rebels were women, police said. Yesterday’s attack
was the deadliest by Maoists in India since 2017 when
at least 25 paramilitaries were killed in the Sukma dis-
trict of central Chhattisgarh state. That in turn was the
deadliest since Maoists killed 75 paramilitary soldiers
from the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF) in 2010
in the same state. 

Prime Minister Narendra Modi yesterday swiftly
condemned the latest attack. “Strongly condemn the
despicable attack on our security personnel in
Gadchiroli, Maharashtra. I salute all the brave person-
nel,” Modi tweeted. “Their sacrifices will never be for-
gotten. My thoughts & solidarity are with the
bereaved families. The perpetrators of such violence
will not be spared,” he added. Devendra Fadnavis, chief
minister of Maharashtra and Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) ally of Modi, said he was “anguished” by the
“cowardly” attack. Home Minister Rajnath Singh called
it “an act of cowardice and desperation”. “We are
extremely proud of the valor of our police personnel,”
he said. “Their supreme sacrifice while serving the
nation will not go in vain.” — Agencies 
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The Democrats are debating whether Trump should
be impeached for obstruction of justice based on the
evidence set out in Mueller’s 448-page report into
Russian interference in the 2016 election. Barr rejected
accusations that he misrepresented its conclusions
when he declared in a March 24 memo that it did not
support criminal charges against Trump. In a previously
private March 27 letter to Barr made public Tuesday,
Mueller complained that the attorney general’s four-
page summary “did not fully capture the context,
nature, and substance” of his conclusions, and had gen-
erated “public confusion”.

The letter also made clear that at least twice in
March Mueller proposed that his boss make public the
investigation’s own summaries first, and that Barr had
ignored that idea to release his version. Barr’s summary
of the report, the result of a two-year investigation
which saw six former Trump aides convicted of various
crimes, had a significant political impact. It allowed
Trump to declare “complete and total exoneration”
over accusations of conspiracy with Russia and
obstruction of justice, and to claim that it proved that
the Mueller probe was a politicized “witch hunt”.

But when Barr released a redacted version of the full
report on April 18, it painted an altogether more dam-
aging picture of the president’s conduct. Mueller said
his team did not find evidence that Trump’s campaign
criminally conspired with Russians, but the report
detailed repeated efforts by the Trump team to benefit
from the sabotage. Mueller also laid out a damning pat-
tern of obstructive behavior by the president and sug-
gested Congress itself should investigate. But he
declined to give his own opinion on whether Trump had
committed a crime.

Barr told lawmakers he was surprised to find Mueller
not making a decision on the obstruction issue, and said
it would have been “irresponsible and unfair” to release
the report without reaching a conclusion. He said his
own summary had been an attempt to “notify the peo-
ple of the bottom-line conclusion.”

In testy exchanges with Democrats, Barr dismissed
concerns about Mueller’s letter, while skirting questions
about his previous testimony to Congress, when he said

he had not received any objection from Mueller about
his handling of the report. “It was my decision how and
when to make it public, not Bob Mueller’s,” he said. The
hearing made clear that Democrats remain convinced
that Trump did obstruct justice but are unable to decide
on whether to open an impeachment action against him
based on the Mueller report now that the Justice
Department has declined to pursue the issue further.

Barr was asked specifically about the report’s finding
that in June 2017 Trump directed White House counsel
Don McGahn to tell the Justice Department’s No. 2 offi-
cial, Rod Rosenstein, that Mueller had conflicts of inter-
est and must be removed. McGahn did not carry out
the order. Rosenstein had appointed Mueller the prior
month. Barr seemed to minimize the incident and said
Trump believed “he never outright directed the firing of
Mueller”. “We did not think in this case that the gov-
ernment could show corrupt intent,” Barr said.

Barr told Senator Dianne Feinstein, the top
Democrat on the committee, “There is a distinction
between saying to someone, ‘Go fire him, go fire
Mueller,’ and saying, ‘Have him removed based on
conflict.’ ... The difference between them is if you
remove someone for a conflict of interest, then there
would be - presumably - another person appointed.”
Feinstein, sounding unconvinced, responded,
“Wouldn’t you have to have in this situation an identi-
fiable conflict that makes sense, or else doesn’t it just
become a fabrication?”

Democratic Senator Dick Durbin was more blunt. “I
think the president’s intention was very clear. He want-
ed this to end,” Durbin said, referring to the investiga-
tion that cast a cloud over his presidency. Barr said it
will be Trump’s decision whether McGahn will be
allowed to testify before Congress on the matter.
Contrary to Trump’s declarations of total and complete
exoneration, the special counsel’s report contained
substantial evidence of misconduct, Feinstein said.

More ire was directed at Barr himself yesterday.
“Attorney General Barr should resign,” said Democratic
Representative Adam Schiff, chairman of the House
Intelligence Committee. “He misled the American peo-
ple with his inaccurate summary of Mueller’s report.
Then he misled the Congress when he denied knowl-
edge of Mueller’s concerns.”

“AG Barr is a disgrace, and his alarming efforts to
suppress the Mueller report show that he’s not a credi-
ble head of federal law enforcement,” said Senator
Elizabeth Warren in a tweet. “He should resign - and
based on the actual facts in the Mueller report,
Congress should begin impeachment proceedings
against the President.” — Agencies  
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Despite full reservoirs, Iraq 
water woes far from over

AL-MASHAHADA, Iraq: After plentiful winter rains,
Iraq is heading into summer with overflowing reser-
voirs  and lush marshes . But  don’t  be fooled,
observers warn: its water woes and related protests
are not over. Far from last year’s shortages, “the
land between the two rivers” is expected to hold 42
billion cu m in its reservoirs at the start of summer,
more than twice the 2018 amount. But that has not
washed away longstanding challenges: Poor infra-
structure, few funds, sharing disputes with neigh-
bors, climate change and population booms.

Nestled between palms and tall reeds north of
Baghdad, the Al-Mashahada pumping station is
punched through with bullet holes, its metal pipes
and cisterns rusted. Broken plastic pipes litter the
dirt road leading up to it. At another overgrown sta-
tion nearby, a main tank leaks a steady stream, day
and night. These stations are par for the course in
Iraq, whose water  in frastructure dates  back
decades and has been worn by consecutive wars,
sanctions blocking spare part imports, the US-led
invasion and finally, the Islamic State group.

Parts of the network were installed over 60 years
ago in soil that can be corrosive when wet, said
Iraqi environmental expert Azzam Alwash. “So you
have a network with corroded pipes full of holes,”
he said, that could leak out as much as 60-70 per-
cent of pumped water before it reaches households
or farmlands. Once there, it is hardly used responsi-
bly, with farmers relying on wasteful flood irrigation
and families leaving taps running unnecessarily. The
United Nations estimates Iraq’s daily per capita
water consumption is nearly double the world stan-
dard of 200 litres.

‘Almost zero’ 
In 2014, Iraq prepared a 20-year, $180-billion

plan to manage its water crisis. But it was stillborn,
as IS seized a third of the country the same year
and money was diverted to fight it. “We’ve needed a
new station for years, but the funding totally froze
in  2014 for  mi l i tary purposes ,”  sa id  Ahmad
Mahmud, who heads Al-Mashahada’s  water
resources. Despite IS’s defeat in 2017, promised
funds never came, he told AFP, and a new station is
now being built by UN children’s agency UNICEF.
“I couldn’t afford pipes without them,” Mahmud
admitted.

Mehdi Rasheed, who heads Iraq’s dam projects,
said the ministry’s budget was “almost zero” as Iraq
fought IS. Last summer, massive protests over water
shortages put the spotlight squarely on services,
and Iraq’s government appeared to take notice. It
allocated nearly $760 million to the water ministry

for this year - about 60 percent higher than for
2018. “It’s reassuring, but it’s just a good start,”
Mehdi said.

It remains one of the smallest ministerial budgets,
around 15 times less than the electricity ministry.
Even Iraq’s premier has admitted the water systems
are not ready for summer, when temperatures in
Iraq can reach a blistering 55 degrees Celsius. “I
would not be faithful if I said infrastructure is ready
to receive all this,” Adel Abdel Mahdi said, speaking
in English. 

Iraq’s shortages can also be sourced beyond its
borders. Roughly 70 percent of its water originates
from its neighbors, according to the International
Energy Agency, with the Euphrates winding from
Turkey through Syria, while the Tigris - also from
Turkey - is fed by rivers from Iran. As Turkey and
Iran have developed their own dams and reservoirs,
flows to Iraq have dropped. “We used to get about
15 billion cu m of water a year from Iran, we no
longer get that,” due to dams and rerouted rivers,
said Alwash, the expert. 

And when Turkey fills its massive Ilisu dam, levels
in the Tigris are expected to sink even further. Iraq

is negotiating with both neighbors to reach water-
sharing agreements, but its position as a receiving
country gives it little leverage. Grinding on slowly
behind the man-made disasters is climate change,
with  the World Bank predict ing more severe
droughts for Iraq starting in 2020. “One year we
have to deal with a drought, the next year we have
floods. This is the climate extremism we see world-
wide,” said Kareem Hassan, manager of the massive
Tharthar barrage north of Baghdad.    

Despite Hassan’s nod to cl imate change, his
answer to how Iraq should respond was less reas-
suring: “It was God’s will to bless us with rain this
year, so we’l l  see what next year brings.” The
apparent lack of planning is stark, considering
Iraq’s population of 40 million is projected to grow
by another 10 million before 2030. That will leave
the country with a 37 percent deficit in its water
supply, according to the Iraq Energy Institute. That
gap was already on Mahmud’s mind as he looked at
the fresh paint on Al-Mashahada’s UN-funded sta-
tion. “It’s great now, for the 300 families here. But in
three years, there will be double that number here,”
he said. — AFP 

WASHINGTON: US President Donald Trump’s unex-
pected decision to ban all Iranian oil purchases after May
1 - ending exemptions for eight nations - came after
hawkish economic and security advisors allayed the
president’s fears of an oil price hike, according to three
sources familiar with the internal debate. The unprece-
dented move to fully sever Tehran’s financial lifeline -
finalized just days before the April 22 announcement -
underscores the influence of hardliners within Trump’s
National Security Council, which two of the sources said
were the biggest advocates for the decision. 

They had for months argued for tightening the sanc-
tions over the objections of State Department officials
who favored allowing some partners and allies to keep
buying Iranian oil. “No one’s actually tried to take this all
the way to zero,” a senior administration official told
Reuters, adding that forging a consensus among govern-
ment agencies required “a lot of work”.

President Donald Trump has been eager to halt Iran’s
oil exports since slapping sanctions on the Islamic
Republic last November for the first time since 2015, a
move intended as punishment for Iran’s nuclear ambitions
and its support of armed militant groups in the Middle
East. But he initially backed a go-slow approach, provid-
ing waivers to allies and trading partners such as China,
India and Turkey.

The United States currently removes about 2 million
barrels of oil per day from the world’s supply through
sanctions on the Iran and Venezuela industries. But
Washington hopes that soaring US oil production -
now at an all-time high of more than 12 million barrels
per day - will keep global markets well-supplied and
hold prices down.

By the weekend of April 20, with the initial 180-day
waivers given to countries due to expire May 1, top eco-
nomic and security advisors convinced Trump that the
time had come to cut off Iranian oil exports completely,
according to the sources, who spoke on condition of
anonymity. The National Security Council played a key
role in driving the argument to end the waiver program -
especially Richard Goldberg, a new member of the
Trump administration and a longtime advocate for con-
fronting Iran, according to the two sources. He was
“instrumental,” one of the sources said.—Reuters 

How Trump’s
hawkish advisors
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oil sanctions

AL-MUSHAHDAH, Iraq: Workers check the Al-Mashahada pumping station north of Iraq’s capital Baghdad on
April 19, 2019. — AFP 


